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HR150U Receiver
Interior Receiver with Highly Visible LEDs and Built-in Magnetic Mount

HR220 Line Laser Receiver
Special Receiver for use with Line Lasers

■■ Features a 3-channel dual-sided LED with a green
on-grade display that can be easily seen indoors or
outdoors over long distances

■■ Built-in magnet and level bubble allows the
receiver to mount to ceiling grid or drywall track
without the need for additional accessories

■■ Marking notches on both sides to easily mark
alignments and elevations

■■ Can be used with any brand rotating red, green
or IR laser

■■ Strong composite housing and optional lanyard
offers protection against damage due to dropping

■■ For interior or exterior short-range general
construction applications, with a general purpose
rod clamp standard

■■ The perfect entry level receiver for smaller job sites
■■ Includes C61 rod clamp

Key Features and Benefits 

■■ Interior and exterior leveling and aligning
■■ Soffit, curtain wall or glazing applications
■■ Ceiling grid and raised floor installations

Applications 

■■ Five channel LCD on the front for general
exterior leveling

■■ Simultaneous LED display shows green on grade,
red too high and blue too low

■■ Built in magnet allows the receiver to be easily
mounted to ceiling grid or drywall track without the
need for additional accessories

■■ Works with line lasers

■■ Snap in rod clamp allows for quick switching from
rod mounted to handheld

■■ Integrated level bubbles for adjusting the receiver
into a plumbed position

■■ Durable in wet and dusty conditions; the housing
and battery compartment are waterproof and dust-
proof to IP67

Key Features and Benefits 

■■ Extends versatility of laser line generators
■■ Longer distance interior layout and exterior leveling
■■ Ceiling grid and raised access floor installations

Applications 

LASER RECEIVERS

HR320 Receiver
Tough Receiver for Exterior Leveling and Alignment Applications

HL450 Digital Readout Receiver
Ideal for use with any Rotating Transmitter

■■ Dual LCD’s on front and rear are ideal for general
exterior applications

■■ Two on-grade sensitivities (fine and coarse)
allow getting to grade fast

■■ Snap-on rod clamp (included) allows
quick switching from rod-mounted to
handheld applications

■■ Strong, IP67 waterproof housing protects the unit
from dust, moisture, and accidental drops

■■ Loud 100 db loud speaker can easily be heard
on the noisiest job sites. 3 adjustable speaker
levels (loud, low, and off)

■■ Includes C59 rod clamp

Key Features and Benefits 

■■ Measuring cut and fill for small site preparation
■■ Exterior leveling, aligning and marking
■■ Checking elevations

Applications 

■■ Digital readout of elevation allows faster readings
by displaying the exact numerical distance from
grade, eliminating the need to move the receiver
to get to “on-grade”

■■ Anti-Strobe Sensor stops construction strobe
lights from setting off the receiver, and eliminates
phantom strikes for easier identification of true
laser beam signals

■■ Large 4-inch (10.2-cm) reception height allows
faster readings by acquiring the beam quickly,
and makes it easier to stay in the beam

■■ Withstands direct drops up to 5 feet (1.5 meters)
on to concrete providing less downtime due to
damage and service requirements

■■ Full weather and dust proof design, including the
battery compartment assures a longer product
life and/or repair costs

■■ Approximately 60-hour battery life with 2 x AA
batteries keeps work going on the jobsite

■■ Automatic power shutoff (after 30 minutes)
reduces annual battery cost

■■ Rod clamp included

Key Features and Benefits 

■■ Checking elevations
■■ Basement excavation
■■ Digging septic tanks
■■ Checking foundations
■■ Digging footings

■■ Setting forms
■■ Checking sub-base materials
■■ Screeding concrete

Applications 


